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Abstract— In the existing system all audible information is delivered privately through a standard headphone jack. In this 
project we have included a fixed reciever i.e attached telephone handset and PIR sensors that would detect undesirable 
person in the ATM center. RFID card is used to distinguish between a normal and blind user and works efficiently for both. 
The instructions given by ATM is been followed by the blind. The user should enter his original password first and will 
receive an OTP (one time password) that should be entered to access the account. Thus the blind user can follow further 
instructions and withdraw cash conveniently and safely. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
There are lot of cases in which visually impaired 
people face inconvenience in everyday life and one 
such situation is accessing the ATM .Thus the aim of 
the project is to provide a secured mechanism to 
access their account. Also to alert them the presence 
of an unknown person around them.This would help 
the blind to access their account securely and 
withdraw their cash safely. 
 
WORKING 
 
The ATM first identifies using RFID reader if the 
user is normal or visually impaired by their separate 
ATM cards .If a blind person is the user and the person 
inserts the card , it will enter into a blind mode and 
assist the blind by audible voice instructions .When 
the blind person is asked to enter the original 
password the ATM will detect which button is 
pressed and the number will be audible by recorded 
voice from apr module through the fixed handset 
.After entering the correct password an OTP(one time 
password) will be given which the blind user has to 
enter to access his account safely . Once all the digits 
are entered correctly the blind user will be guided for 
further cash withdrawing instructions .If any situation 
arises where the blind user is in danger or someone 
else also is present in the ATM center then the PIR 
sensors will detect the other human and immediately 
stop the process and give alert 
 
EXISTING SYSTEM 
 
Existing system of ATM machine for the blind has 
earphone facility where they have to feel the machine 
with fingers and find the audio jack and then insert 
the earphone in it which they find very difficult .They 
have to identify the correct number and enter the 
password which they cannot see if they have pressed 
the right one , if not they have to re-enter the pin and 
this process is time consuming. 
 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
Proposed system includes a telephone receiver which 
is fixed to the ATM machine and can be easily found 
and used also RFID card reader which detects the 
ATM card quickly and OTP generation helps in 
security of the password. This overall decreases the 
access time and makes life easier and independent for 
the blind. 
 
ADVANTAGES 
 

• Helps the blind to access ATM safely 
• Presence of fixed handset 
• Detects and alarms the presence of other 

person around 
• Provides guidance by audible instructions 
• Password  is secure 
• OTP is generated during every access 
• Reduces  the time taken overall 
• Makes the blind’s life easier 

 
APPLICATION 
 

• Can be used in any money dispensing unit . 
• It is used for easy money transaction by blind 

or normal people. 
• Can also be used for any security purpose 

using RFID. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The proposed work mainly deals with enabling the 
use of ATM by the blind users efficiently without any  
assistance. Once the system is completed it will be of 
great benefits to the blind users as well as the banks 
and the government itself because a blind user can 
independently use the ATM without the help of third 
party. It basically gives more emphasis on the real 
time infrastructure of how voice aided ATMs can be 
useful for enhancing ATM access to visually impair 
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customer of the bank. At the end of this project the 
ATM will be simulation of a voice aid that provides 
the ability to conduct transactions using both visual 
and auditory components by making use of audible 
instructions. At the end we come with a conclusion 
that when this project is being implemented the blind 
can use the ATM independently without third party 
assistance and will also reduce ATM fraud. 
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